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In this paper, the problem of ordering a series of production runs to meet a single make-to-order demand, where the various stages
in the production process have binomial yields, is addressed. The use of additional procurement of part-®nished material or
reworking defective material previously made to supplement yield at any stage is considered. The costs of this and manufacture,
disposal of surplus or shortage are assumed to be proportional to the numbers involved. Set-up costs may or may not be incurred.
The treatment follows from, and builds on, a previous single-run analytical result by developing an approximation in which the
problem is decomposed into a series of single runs.

1. Introduction and review of previous work

In a recent paper, Barad and Braha [1] have considered
a single production run modeling of discrete manufac-
turing systems with binomial yields and a make-to-order
demand for non-defective units of a ®nished product.
The problem was described as an N-stage serial system,
representing a discrete and extended version of the for-
mulation treated by Lee and Yano [2] and also Wein [3].
For a literature review of lot sizing with random yields
please refer to Yano and Lee [4]. It was assumed that
the demand was to be supplied at the end of a single
production run, when a linear cost (for shortage or
excess) was eventually incurred. Inspection stations,
performing a perfectly reliable 100% inspection of the
output, preceded each manufacturing stage. After as-
certaining the available yield from the previous stage, a
decision had to be made regarding the number of units
to be processed at the next stage. The decision formu-
lation allowed for three alternatives: �A1� processing all
the non-defective units available from the previous
stage; �A2� reducing the available input; and �A3� in-
creasing the available input by procuring additional
units (through purchasing or rework). Alternatives A1

and A2 incurred additional respective costs per unit
removed or procured, while unavailability to procure
additional units at a given stage was modeled by a very
large procuring price. It was shown that the optimal
policy is determined at each stage i by two control limits
(Li lower limit and Mi upper limit) as follows: select A1

when the available quantity is within the ith stage

control limits; select A2 when it is above the upper limit
Mi; or select A3 when it is below the lower limit Li. The
above optimal policy was derived based on establishing
the `discrete convexity' of the related expected cost
functions.
Let us now consider the possibility that, if at the end of

a production run the number of ®nal, non-defective units
falls short of the given demand, additional production
runs may be carried out. Three important factors, namely
time, cost and what might be called the `customer's voice'
are likely to in¯uence the ®nal decision.
Time appears here in terms of the delivery due date as

compared to the total processing time of a production
run. An additional production run may not be practical
unless the length of the granted delivery period is at least
three to four times that of the expected duration of a
single production run.
In addition, to be economic to the producer, the deci-

sion to launch a new run has to consider the necessary
set-up costs. These costs, though substantial, are typically
lower than the initial preparatory costs [5]. They stem
from reordering of parts and raw materials as well as
from additional e�orts devoted to equipment prepara-
tion. When viewed through a longer term economic per-
spective, a `loud' customer's voice (re¯ected in pressure
exerted by powerful customers that insist on having the
entire order delivered) may play a highly signi®cant role
in the producer's decision on whether or not to launch a
new production run. In other words, if it is imperative to
supply the demand, short-term economics as re¯ected in a
set-up cost may be over-ruled.
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Purchasing or reworking activities at intermediate
stages within a single production run, that are likely to be
necessary in order to lower the probability of shortages,
may pose some problems due to timeliness, in process
storage space and other operational constraints. Hence,
waiting for rework to be completed or for externally
purchased units to be delivered, may not always be fea-
sible. Several authors [5±8] have considered additional
production runs to satisfy a rigid make-to-order demand
(i.e., demand needs to be satis®ed in full) for the single
stage problem. In most of these papers it is assumed that
the number of non-defective units in a batch obeys a bi-
nomial distribution. Bowman and Fetter [6] have con-
sidered set-up costs for each additional production run.
Goode and Saltzman [9] permitted an in®nite number of
production runs (each incurring a set up) and solved the
problem through a dynamic oriented algorithm. Hillier
[10] used di�erences to ®nd optimal solutions to problems
whose expected costs could be represented in terms of
convex functions. White [8] presented an approach where
production runs were carried out until eventually, the
make-to-order demand was satis®ed. Grosfeld-Nir and
Gerchak [11,12] have considered a stochastically pro-
portional yield distribution version of the above ap-
proach and have shown that optimal solutions can be
obtained through an inverse transform. Klein [7] used a
cyclic Markov chain with an absorbing state to formulate
the multi-production run problem. This state could be
reached by either satisfying the demand or by completing
the last allowable run. Another Markov based decision
model was presented by Beja [13], who used an objective
function that included both the unit manufacturing costs
and also the set-up costs. In his formulation the decision
was whether to produce another unit, or to inspect the
already produced units and, if necessary, to initiate an
additional production run incurring a set-up cost. Sepheri
et al. [5] generalized the set-up modeling by considering
both a limited and also an in®nite number of allowable
production runs. The problem was formulated in terms of
dynamic programming.

An important class of problems in manufacturing
management are multistage (serial) scenarios with ran-
dom yields at each stage and a rigid demand. An early
approach (and probably the ®rst attempt) to the multi-
stage lot sizing problem with rigid demand was addressed
by Vachani [14]. These problems are only now being re-
examined [3,15].

In this paper, the problem of ordering multiple pro-
duction runs to meet a single made-to-order non-rigid
demand, where the various stages in the production
process have binomial yields, is addressed. While the
single-run problem was recently solved by the author [1].
It is probably unrealistic to expect to ®nd such exact
analytical solutions for the more complex model of
multiple production-runs. In addition, brute force nu-
merical techniques are probably unsatisfactory because of

the vast number of possible solutions. Consequently, a
decomposition method is described which is based on the
previous single-run analytical results. This increases the
validity of the approach. The method is developed by
representing the multiple production run problem as a
series of single-run problems. A `®rst version' of the
problem, that does not speci®cally consider set-up costs
(to launch additional production runs) is formulated. It is
then shown that the ®rst version can be straightforwardly
modi®ed to accommodate a set-up cost; the suggested
procedure is altered accordingly and presented as a
`modi®ed version'.
The paper is organized as follows: in the ®rst section,

the ®rst version of the M production run problem (with-
out set-up costs) is formulated, to be followed by the
decomposition approach and an algorithmic solution
procedure. Then, the modi®ed version that considers set-
up costs is described and a numerical example is also
presented. Concluding remarks appear in the ®nal section.

2. Model formulation (®rst version): no set-up costs
for an additional production run

A make-to-order demand of non-defective ®nished units,
whose manufacturing process is modeled as an N -stage
serial system is given, and a limited number of production
runs may be carried out to satisfy the demand. After
performing perfectly reliable, 100% inspection output
from the previous stage and discarding all the defective
units, a decision has to be made regarding the number of
units to be processed at the next stage.

2.1. Basic assumptions and notation

(1) D � the given demand;
(2) i � stage index chosen to represent the number of
remaining stages till the end of the manufacturing pro-
cess, i � 1; 2; . . . ;N ;
(3) The non-defective units produced at any stage i,
i � 1; 2; . . . ;N , are independently generated with an equal
probability pi, a stage dependent parameter, 0 � pi � 1;
(4) There is an unlimited available supply of raw material
(to be used as input to the ®rst manufacturing stage, N ).
Hence yi ± the available input (non-defective units) to
stage i, is de®ned as follows:

for i � 1; 2; . . . ;N ÿ 1, yi is equal to the yield (non-de-
fective units) of stage i� 1;
for i � N yi � 1;

(5) Ui � the decision variable at stage i, representing the
input to the ith stage;
(6) Pi�x j Ui� � the probability of a yield x arising from an
input to the ith stage of Ui (on basic assumption 3 above,
this probability represents the binomial probability law);
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(7) wi � the manufacturing costs per unit (including in-
spection) at stage i;
(8) hi � the disposal cost per available non-defective unit
at stage i;
(9) ri � the procurement cost per non-defective semi-®n-
ished unit at stage i;
(10) h0 � the average cost incurred by producing one
®nished unit above the demand (may be incurred at the
end of any production run);
(11) p � the shortage penalty cost per unit of unsatis®ed
demand (may be incurred at the end of the last permitted
production run);
(12) M � the maximum number of production runs that
may be carried out to satisfy the demand, M � 1;
(13) t � production run index chosen to represent the
number of remaining production runs allowed,
t � 0; 1; . . . ;M ;
(14) xt

1 � the number of non-defective units produced in
production run t, t � 1;
(15) At the end of a production run t � 1,
t � 0; 1; . . . ;M ÿ 1, the unsatis®ed demand is updated, to
eventually set-up the target demand of the next produc-
tion run t, if t � 1, or to estimate the shortage costs
(before terminating the process), if t � 0. Hence,
Dt � the unsatisfied demand at the start of production
run t (for t � 1) or at process termination (for t � 0) is
de®ned as follows:

Dt � maxf�Dt�1 ÿ xt�1
1 �; 0g for t � 0; 1; . . . ;M ÿ 1;

D for t � M .

�
�1�

2.2. The decision sets

Given yi, i � 1; 2; . . . ;N and Dt, t � 1; 2; . . . ;M , as re-
spectively de®ned by basic assumptions (4) and (15), two
decision sets can be established as follows:

Decision set 1: For any production run t, t � 1; 2; . . . ;M
and manufacturing stage i, i � 1; 2; . . . ;N ÿ 1, there are
three decision alternatives as considered in Barad and
Braha [1], namely;

A1: process all the non-defective units available from
the previous stage;

A2: reduce the available input;
A3: increase the available input by purchasing (re-

working) units.

Decision set 2: For manufacturing stage N , representing
the beginning of a production run t, t � 1; 2; . . . ;M , on
basic assumption (4) there is a unique alternative, namely;

A4: process a batch of optimal size, to accommodate
the given updated unsatis®ed demand. (Implicitly,
if the unsatis®ed demand is zero, manufacturing
should be discontinued.) The procedure is pictured
in Fig. 1.

2.3. The cost functions

Similarly to the approach of Barad and Braha [1] let us
now introduce two inter-related functions: Ct

i�yi;Dt�
which is the minimal total expected cost given that the
available input to stage i in production run t is yi, the
current unsatis®ed demand is Dt, and an optimal policy is
carried out in the subsequent stages iÿ 1, iÿ 2; . . . ; 1 in
production run t, and within each of the remaining pro-
duction runs, t ÿ 1; t ÿ 2; . . . ; 1.

F t
i �Ui;Dt� � the minimal total expected cost, given that

the input to the ith stage is Ui, the current unsatis®ed
demand is Dt, and an optimal policy is carried out in the
subsequent stages within production run t, as well as
within each of the remaining production runs, t ÿ 1;
t ÿ 2; . . . ; 1. For each t, t � 1; 2; . . . ;M , the connection
between these two functions, as prescribed by our deci-
sion-modeling, is expressed by the following equations:
Ct

i�yi;Dt� is de®ned for i � 1; 2; . . . ;N ÿ 1, as related to
the three alternatives in decision set 1:

Ct
i�yi;Dt� � minfF t

i �Ui;Dt�;min
j<yi
�F t

i �yi ÿ j;Dt� � jhi�;

min
k>0
�F t

i �yi � k;Dt� � kri�g: �2�

Ct
N �yN ;Dt� is de®ned for i � N , as related to the unique

alternative in decision set 2:

Ct
N �yN ;Dt� � min

UN

F t
N �UN ;Dt� � F t

N �U �N ;Dt�: �3�
In Equations (2) and (3), F t

i �Ui;Dt� for i > 1 is given by:

F t
i �Ui;Dt� � wiUi �

XUi

x�0
Ct

iÿ1�x;Dt�Pi�x j Ui�:

F t
1�U1;Dt� � w1U1 �

X
xt
1
<Dt

F tÿ1
N �U �N ;Dt ÿ xt

1�P1�xt
1 j U1�

� h0
X

xt
1
�Dt

�xt
1 ÿ Dt�P1�xt

1 j U1�: �4�

We de®ne:

F 0
N �U �N ;D0� � pD0

�in Equation (1) D0 � max�D1 ÿ x11; 0��: �5�

Fig. 1. The general topology of the multi-stage multi-produc-
tion run system.
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Explanation of Equations (4) and (5) for i � 1: If xt
1 < Dt

and t > 1, an additional run �t ÿ 1� will be carried out,
with an optimal batch size U �N , for satisfying the updated
demand Dtÿ1. If t � 1, there will be no more runs
�t ÿ 1 � 0�, a penalty p will be incurred per unit of un-
satis®ed demand by the end of stage 1 (the last stage
according to the notation here). In this case, the single
production run model considered in Barad and Braha [1]
will be obtained.

Our objective here is to determine: (1) CM
N �yN ;D�, the

minimal total expected cost for supplying the demand D
[which by Equation (3) is equivalent to F M

N �U �N ;D��; and
(2) the optimal policy at any stage i, i � 1; 2; . . . ;N ÿ 1
within each production run.

2.4. The structure of the optimal solution for a single
production run �M � 1�

It was shown in Barad and Braha, [1] that by using a
dynamic programming formulation, the structure of the
optimal policy can be described as follows:

Theorem 1. For the single production run case (with known
demand, D), we may de®ne F 1

i �Ui;D� � Fi�Ui�.

Let also �DFi�U� de®ned as Fi�U � 1� ÿ Fi�U�. Then:
1. Fi�Ui� is a discrete convex function (i.e., DFi�U� is a

monotone increasing) possessing a unique mini-
mum value at Ui � U �i .

2. Every stage possesses critical numbers Li;Mi sat-
isfying the following properties:
2.1 Li � U�i � Mi;
2.2 U �i is the lowest Ui for which DFi�Ui� � 0;
2.3 Li is the lowest Ui for which DFi�Li� � ÿri;
2.4 Mi is the lowest Ui for which DFi�Mi� � hi;

3. The optimal input, Uo
i , is determined by the opti-

mal policy:

Uo
i �

Li for yi � Li,
yi for Li � yi � Mi,
Mi for yi � Mi.

8<:
3. Multiple production runs: the decomposition

approach

Based on the single production run formulation presented
in Barad and Braha [1] it is clear that if F t

i �Ui;Dt� were a
discrete convex function for any t; t � 1; 2; . . . ;M , an
optimal policy expressed in terms of control limits (two
critical numbers), with a structure similar to the one
formulated there, could have been determined. However,
it has been shown by Braha [16] that for t > 1 non-convex
functions may be obtained. Hence, an approximate
scheme, based on a decomposition approach is proposed.

The basic reasoning behind our decomposition ap-
proach is introduced in Lemma 1, which is followed by
our suggested decomposition approximation. Lemma 1
and the decomposition approximation are then used to
formulate the proposed algorithmic procedure.

Lemma 1. For every Dt > 0; t � 1;Dt � Dt
1 � Dt

2;
F t

N �U �N ;Dt� � F t
N �U�N ;Dt

1� � F t
N �U �N ;Dt

2�; (6)
For Dt � 0 F t

N �U�N ;Dt� � 0.

Proof. The rationale of this statement is that the RHS of
the above inequality is subjected to more constraints
(each demand, Dt

1 and Dt
2, has to be separately satis®ed).

Hence, under constant marginal probability for produc-
ing a non-defective unit, the probability of not ful®lling
both constraints may not be lower than that of not ful-
®lling a single constraint (as in the LHS). The expected
penalties for the respective occurrence of these events, as
expressed above, follow the same rationale. j

Applying Lemma 1 multiple times, as necessary to
decompose the term F t

N �U �N ;Dt� into a sum of Dt equal
terms, F t

N �U �N ; 1�, yields:
F t

N �U �N ;Dt� � F t
N �U �N ; 1� � F t

N �U �N ;Dt ÿ 1�
� � � � � F t

N �U�N ; 1�Dt: �7�
Let us now assume that for any t, t � 1; 2; . . . M ,

F t
N �U �N ;Dt� is approximately linear in Dt and suggest an

equation to express this, namely:

~F t
N �U�N ;Dt� � �atF t

N �U �N ; 1��Dt; �8�
where ~F t

N �U �N ;Dt� is the approximated function and at is a
constant, which on inequality (7) satis®es 0 � at � 1, for
t � 1.
By substituting Equation (8) into Equation (4) (for

t ÿ 1), an approximation for F t
1�U1;Dt�; t � 1, can be

derived as follows:

~F t
1�U1;Dt� � w1U1 � atÿ1F tÿ1

N �U �N ; 1�

�
X

xt
1
< Dt

�Dt ÿ xt
1�P1�xt

1 j U1�

� h0
X

xt
1
� Dt

�xt
1 ÿ Dt�P1�xt

1 j U1�: �9�

Let:

pt � atÿ1F tÿ1
N �U�N ; 1� for t > 1; with p1 � p: �10�

Then pt may be interpreted as follows: it is proportional
to the optimal total expected operating cost to be in-
curred given that an optimal policy is carried out in the
next period, t ÿ 1, t ÿ 1 > 0, per given unsatis®ed demand
of one non-defective ®nished unit (i.e. Dtÿ1 � 1.)
The decomposition approximation is obtained by

substituting Equation (10) into Equation (8):
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~F t
N �U �N ;Dt� � �atF t

N �U�N ; 1��Dt � pt�1Dt for t � 1: �11�
By Equation (5), F 0

N �U�N ;D0� � pD0.
Substituting Equation (10) in Equation (9) for t > 1

yields:

~F t
1�U1;Dt� � w1U1 � pt

X
xt
1
< Dt

�Dt ÿ xt
1�P1�xt

1 j U1�

� h0

X
xt
1
� Dt

�xt
1 ÿ Dt�P1�xt

1 j U1�: �12�

Thus, an approximate cost function, similar to F t
1�U1;D1�

(as de®ned in Equation (4) for t � 1, and proved in Barad
and Braha [1] to be a discrete convex function), is ob-
tained in Equation (12) for t > 1. Its parameters, Dt and
pt, are respectively equivalent to D and p in Barad and
Braha [1], while the other parameters, and among them
h0, remain unchanged. Hence, the arguments used
there are still valid, indicating that, for t > 1,
~F t
1�U1;Dt� (the derived approximate expression for

F t
1�U1;Dt�� is `discrete convex' and that a similar

structure of the critical number as in Barad and Braha
[1] i.e., dependent on Dt, can be established for each
stage within each production run t. For t � 1 no ap-
proximation is involved, since F 1

1 �U1;D1� is directly
obtained from Equation (4).

4. The Algorithmic procedure

Based on the above results, it is now possible to formulate
an algorithm for the solution of the M multiple run, N -
stage problem, comprising of two phases. Phase I (o�-
line) is intended to estimate the parameters at and pt�1 for
the remaining periods t, t � 1; 2; . . . ;M ÿ 1, while phase
II (on-line) consists of the operating procedure to deter-
mine the `optimal' control limits.

Since pt (as de®ned in Equation (10)) can only be
estimated backward step-by-step, during phase I (o�-
line) of the algorithm, the system is operated backward,
run by run. (The only di�erence amongst the runs will
be their di�erent penalty per unit shortage at their re-
spective end.) Thus, the ®rst run to be carried out for
estimation purposes, will be the last permitted one,
namely, t � 1 using the notation here, with p1 given and
where a1 and p2 are to be estimated. The last o�-line run
will be the actual second run, t � M ÿ 1, with pMÿ2 now
given, and through which aMÿ1 and pM are to be esti-
mated. To ensure consistency, for each production run,
the same target demands are de®ned. Since it seems
reasonable that the linearity coe�cient, in any produc-
tion run, might be sensitive to the size of the demand
�Dt�, it is suggested that at be calculated for t,
t � 1; 2; . . . ;M ÿ 1, over all the values of Dt in the in-
terval f1;Dg and then estimated using the average value
as follows:

at
ave � �1=D�

XD

Dt�1
F t

N �U �N ;Dt�=�DtF t
N �U �N ; 1��: �13�

Accordingly, from Equation (10),

pt�1
ave � at

aveF
t
N �U �N ; 1�: �14�

Phase II (on-line) of the algorithm will present a for-
ward, run by run, operating procedure of the system. In
the ®rst on-line run t, namely t � M using the notation
here, the objective will be to supply DM � D non-defective
units of the ®nal product with a penalty cost per unit
of unsatis®ed demand pM , (as estimated in phase I of the
algorithm). Hence, the problem will be de®ned as
a single-run, N -stage system, with parameters
�D; pM ; h0;w; h; r; P�, the critical numbers being calculated
as in Theorem 1 [1]. In the subsequent runs to be carried
out on-line, the demand, as well as the penalty per
shortage, will be updated as follows.
At the end of any run t, the unsatis®ed demand will be

calculated using Equation (1), to yield the target demand
Dtÿ1 for the beginning of the next run, t ÿ 1. Provided
Dtÿ1 and t ÿ 1 > 0, an additional production run t ÿ 1,
will be carried out. Otherwise, production will be dis-
continued. The penalty per unit shortage ptÿ1, will be
updated with t, i.e., will assume the respective value (for a
given t) as estimated in the o�-line phase. The respective
`control limits' (critical numbers) will be calculated for
each stage within each production run (as detailed in
Theorem 1).

4.1. The detailed procedures

Input N ;M ;D; p; h0;w; h; r; P .

Phase I: Parameters' estimation procedure
(O�-line backward estimation of parameters at and pt�1)
begin

Step 1. p1 :� p
Step 2. For t � 1 to M ÿ 1 do
Step 3. For j � 1 to D do

begin
Step 4. For each production run calculate the optimal

operating cost, F 1
N �U �N ; j�, of an N -stage system

and single production run, with parameters
�j; pt; h0;w; h; r; P�.

Step 5. at�j� � F t
N �U �N ; j�=�jF t

N �U �N ; 1��
end

Step 6. at
ave � �1=D�PD

j�1 at�j�
Step 7. pt�1

ave � at
aveF

t
N �U �N ; 1�

end

Phase II: Optimal decision procedure
(On-line forward operation of the system using the o�-
line estimated parameters)
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Input pt
ave from phase I, for t � 2; 3; . . . ;M �p1 :� p�

begin
Step 1. For t � M to 1 do
Step 2. While Dt > 0 and t � 1 do

begin
Step 3. For each production run with parameters

�Dt; pt; h0;w; h; r; P�, calculate the control limits
Lt

i and Mt
i (as detailed in Theorem 1), for each

stage i � 1; 2; . . . ;N ÿ 1.
Step 4. Start the tth production run with Ut;�

N (the opti-
mal batch U�N as detailed in Theorem 1).

Step 5. Update the unsatis®ed demand by the end of
production run t, Dtÿ1, using Equation (1).

end
Step 6. Terminate the manufacturing process.

end

5. Model formulation and algorithmic procedure
(modi®ed version): a set-up cost is incurred
for each additional production run

As mentioned in the Introduction, the current decom-
position is also compatible with a variation of the model
described above. Instead of assuming that a ®xed maxi-
mal number of production runs �M� has to be carried out
(while the updated unsatis®ed demand is positive), given
that a set-up cost is involved, an economic decision is
made at the end of each production run about whether or
not it is worthwhile to start a new one.

Basic assumption (to be added to the decision sets on
Section 2.2.)

A set-up cost, A, A > 0, is necessary in order to start an
additional production run t, 1 � t � M ÿ 1.
The above assumption will not a�ect decision set 1 (for
manufacturing stage i, i � 1; 2; :::N ÿ 1), but only deci-
sion set 2, that will be amended as follows.

Decision set 2 (adjusted to incorporate the set-up cost A)
For manufacturing stage i, i � N , representing the be-
ginning of a production run t, t � 1; 2; :::;M ÿ 1, there are
two alternatives, namely:

A4: process a batch of optimal size (on basic assump-
tion (5)) to accommodate the given updated un-
satis®ed demand;

A5: Discontinue the manufacturing process.

For i � N and the ®rst production run t � M , no set-up
cost is involved. Thus only alternative A4 is considered.

For production runs t � 1; 2; :::M ÿ 1, we will now
consider the two alternatives, i.e. carry out an additional
run with set-up cost A, or terminate the process. Thus,
Equation (3) is modi®ed as follows:

Ct
N �yN ;Dt� � minf�F t

N �U �N ;Dt� � A�; pDtg: �15�
Applying the decomposition approximation (Equation
(11)) to F t

N �U�N ;Dt� yields:

F t
N �U�N ;Dt� � pt�1Dt for t � 1: �16�

Hence, by substituting Equation (16) into Equation (15),
the condition for an economic justi®cation of an addi-
tional production run will be:
Produce an additional run if: pt�1Dt � A < pDt

This, in turn, can also be expressed as: Dt > A=�pÿ pt�1�
for t � 1; . . . ;M ÿ 1.

Phase I: Parameters' estimation procedure
To accommodate this version, no changes are needed in
phase I (o�-line) of the algorithmic procedure described
above. Phase II (on-line) of the algorithmic procedure,
has to be slightly amended as detailed below.

Phase II: Optimal decision procedure (adjusted to incor-
porate the set-up cost A)
Input pt

ave from phase I for t � 2; 3; . . . M �p1 :� p�
begin

Step 1. For t � M to 1 do
Step 2. While ft � Mg OR f�Dt > A=�pÿ pt�1�� AND

�t � 1�g do
begin

Step 3. For each production run with parameters
�Dt; pt; h0;w; h; r; P �, calculate the control limits
Lt

i and Mt
i (as detailed in Theorem 1), for each

stage i � 1; 2; . . . ;N ÿ 1.
Step 4. Start the tth production run with Ut;�

N (the opti-
mal batch size as detailed in Theorem 1)

Step 5. Update the unsatis®ed demand by the end of
production run t, Dtÿ1, using Equation (1)

end
Step 6. Terminate the manufacturing process.
end

6. A numerical example

Let D � 40, N � 4, M � 3, h0 � 20 and the stage pa-
rameters listed in Table 1.
Let the procurement cost be r � f27; 19; 9; 1g and assume
the shortage penalty p � 52. Applying the o�-line back-
ward estimation procedure (phase I), yields, the values
shown in Table 2.
When there are no set-up costs for starting an addi-

tional production run �A � 0�, forward operation of the
four-stage system with M � 3 and D � 40 (according to
Phase II of the algorithm), results in a total expected
optimal cost of 1302.54. Assuming the same demand and
the other conditions as detailed above, when a set-up cost
is incurred, the expected costs of operating the system for
varying numbers of runs M are listed in Table 3.
As logically anticipated, when A � 0 the total expected

cost decreases with M . The above economic bene®ts re-
sulting from an additional run may now be compared to a
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set-up cost (here A � 30 and A � 50) as incurred at the
beginning of each additional run. It is seen that for A � 0
the `optimal' number of production runs is the maximal
number of runs allowed, i.e., M� � 3, while for A � 30
and A � 50 it is M� � 2 and M� � 1, respectively.

Let us now examine the e�ect of procuring (versus not
procuring) non-defectives at intermediate stages.

Calculations are performed for three shortage penal-
ties, namely p � 52; 100; 150 and two sets of procurement
costs �r�. Set 1 obeys the conditions ensuring positive
values of the lower control limits while the second set
comprises high procurement costs (at all intermediate
stages) resulting in zero valued lower control limits and
thus prohibiting procurement. The results are presented
in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4 shows the shortage penalties pt-(as estimated
here) at the end of a given number of remaining pro-

duction runs t, for t � 1; 2; 3, p1 � p for all combinations
of the two sets of procurement costs and the three
shortage penalty costs. When expressed in terms of a ratio
of the ®nal shortage penalty, it is seen (as expected) that
these ratios are asymptotic with the number of remaining
runs �t� for all cases. Larger reductions (smaller ratios)
are exhibited by set 1 (procurement encouraged) as
compared to set 2 (procurement prohibited). The same
e�ect is shown by increasing p, the ®nal shortage penalty.
In Table 5, the reduction in the total expected operat-

ing cost stemming from carrying out one additional
production run is examined (the set up for the additional
run is disregarded). The results are expressed as a per-
centage of the total expected operating cost of carrying
out a single run. As might have been expected, it is seen
that the reduction is higher for a higher shortage penalty.
However, this reduction is slightly a�ected by active
procurement at intermediate stages. This slight di�erence
is decreasing with the shortage penalty level. At p � 150
very similar results were obtained for the two sets of
procurement costs.

7. Concluding remarks

There are a number of ways for dealing with complex
manufacturing systems in the literature. One approach is
to consider relatively simple models such as a continuous-
time ¯uid model of serial machines as in Perkins and
Kumar [17]. The other approach is along the line of the so
called hierarchical decomposition control approach; see
details in Sethi and Zhang, [18].
In this paper we considered a decomposition approxi-

mation to approach the discrete, multi-production run,
multi-stage systems with binomial yield. The decompo-
sition approach enabled to accommodate two modeling
variations of the system (with and without a set-up cost
for starting an additional production run).
This paper contributes to resolving and understanding

the problem of multistage scenarios with random yields at
each stage and multiple production runs in several re-
spects: (1) it provides the ®rst attempt (to the author's
knowledge) to model and solve a complex multistage
system with more realistic and in-depth decision making
criteria; (2) since the single-run problem can be analyzed

Table 1. Stage parameters

Stage i wi hi Pi

1 2 2 0.8
2 2 2 0.8
3 6 2 0.8
4 6 2 0.8

Table 2. The o�-line backward estimation procedure (phase 1)

t F t
N �U�N ; 1� at

ave pt
ave

1 40.65 0.92 52.00 �p�
2 35.54 0.97 37.40 (� 0.92 ´ 40.65)
3 34.47 (� 0.97 ´ 35.54)

Table 3. The expected costs of operating the system for varying
numbers of runs

M (number
of runs)

Expected total `optimal' cost

A � 0 A � 30 A � 50

1 1364.12 1364.12 1364.12*
2 1320.24 1350.24* 1370.24
3 1302.54* 1362.54

Table 4. The shortage penalties pt�t � 1; 2; 3� for the two sets of procuring costs and varying ®nal shortage penalties

Shortage penalties

Procurement costs p = 52 p = 100 p = 150

Set 1: r � �27; 19; 9; 1� pt � �52; 37:40; 34:47� pt � �100; 47:00; 36:40� pt � �150; 57:00; 38:40�
(Strictly positive lower control limits) pt=p � �1; 0:72; 0:66� pt=p � �1; 0:47; 0:36� pt=p � �1; 0:38; 0:26�
Set 2: r � �200; 200; 200; 200� pt � �52; 43:80; 38:96� pt � �100; 64:42; 51:13� pt � �150; 75:36; 55:63�
(Zero valued lower control limits) pt=p � �1; 0:84; 0:75� pt=p � �1; 0:64; 0:51� pt=p � �1; 0:50; 0:37�
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in more complex settings [1], the suggested decomposition
approach, which uses the single-run problems as `building
blocks,' can also be incorporated to resolve the more
complex multiple production run settings; (3) the de-
composition approach is based on logical, sound rea-
soning and thus contributes to the advancement of yield
management theory; and (4) the approach is also easy to
implement and can thus be utilized to resolve practical
industry problems.

The paper can be extended to include the following
related issues:

· Quality Control aspects
(1) Inspection location stations and inspection reli-

ability

In the current work we assumed that preceding each
station, a perfectly reliable inspection station was located.
These restrictions may be removed and the procedure
may be modi®ed to handle situations connected with lo-
cating the inspection stations, or coping with unreliable
inspection. Optimal decisions should consider trade-o�s
between the cost of carrying out the inspection and the
critical numbers (i.e., the `control limits' imposed on the
system).

(2) Quality improvement and yield modeling

The economic implications of improving the quality of
the product at each stage, may be taken into consider-
ation as another possible enhancement of the model.
Such possibility may be especially fruitful in wafer fab-
rication processes, where some authors reported a U-
shaped distribution of the yield [3] that may reasonably
be a result of mixed batches of varying quality levels.

· System complexity

Treating the system as a serial one excluded some man-
ufacturing structures, frequently encountered in industry,
such as assembly lines and possibly more complex sys-
tems i.e., assembly coupled with serial lines. Hence, it
might be desirable to enhance the decomposition ap-
proach as developed here, to accommodate such complex
systems, by decomposing them into simpler components.
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